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Prophetic Harmony  

Last year after following Noah 365 days from spiritual judgment 5-21-11 to May 19, 2012 the dry 
land date (27th day of the 2nd month) ; we observed the rare New Moon - Solar Eclipse on the third 
day 5/21/12 and equated it to the sign of the rainbow where God remembered his covenant with 
Noah 365 days after the flood (Gen 9:13-17), and reaffirmed it again to Abraham and Sarah to be 
manifested through the birth of their son Isaac at the same “...set time in the next year...” after the 
sign of the rainbow. (Gen 17:19-21) 

The previous occurrence of the New Moon - Solar Eclipse was May 10th in the fiftieth (50) jubilee 
year 1994 when the alarm from the same biblical calendar first sounded on the Feast of Trumpets 
9/6/94. In both years 1994 and 2012, the Feast of Trumpets fell exactly 17 weeks from the New 
Moon - Solar Eclipse. Because at Jacob’s well of inheritance in John 4:35, Christ admonished us 
not to think that there were four months till a harvest of Trumpets in September; we appreciated 
that the Spiritual Harvest had already begun on the pivotal rainbow date - May 21, 2012. Still 
watching after surpassing the Feast of Trumpets (Sept. 16, 2012), we realized that the next 15 days 
to Tabernacles (Oct 1, 2012) related to the 15 furlongs from Bethany to Jerusalem (John 11:18) 

because it was also exactly 500 days from Spiritual Judgment - 5/21/11. Since the Ascension 
occurred in Bethany (Luke 24:50-52), we deduced that the 15 furlongs identifies with the final 
Sabbath journey the disciples took to Jerusalem at Pentecost immediately after Christ ascended 
from the Mount of Olives. (Acts 1:11-12) We can therefore equate the Feast of Trumpets to the 
Ascension, and the promise of Pentecost to the Feast of Tabernacles.   

Because we are now well aware that there were 1,335 days from Trumpets 9/28/29 AD to the first 
Pentecost 5/25/33 AD, we can justly translate Dan 12:12 to mean: ‘Blessed is he that awaits the 
final Sabbath journey from the Ascension to the Feast of Tabernacles.’  Similarly “in like manner,” 
from the New Moon - Solar Eclipse Ascension date May 9, 2013 (dry land date - 27th day of 2nd 

month) our final Sabbath journey time-paths have led us to the ultimate Tabernacles of promise only 
days ahead. In John 6:61-64, Christ also tell us that those who can’t believe or relate to His 
ascension cannot know of His return.   

In our recent Promise study # 32 “The Sign of His Coming,” we associated the dove that Noah sent 
out three times for seven days with the three Sabbath journeys it has taken us to recognize 
Tabernacles as the end of the world. On the second trip the dove returned with an olive leaf as a 
sign that his exit to dry land was near. 70 days from the May 9th Ascension date, Tisha B’Av (7-16-

13) being 10 degrees (weeks) before the end was our sign to know when to go up to the house up to 
the house of the Lord (2 Kings 20:8-11). This was our 2nd Sabbath watch from the first, which led to 
Shavuot / Pentecost (5-15-13) - seven days from May 9, 2013.Tisha B’Av was the date Christ 
prophesized in response to the inquiring disciples as “the sign” of the end of the world on the Mount 
of “Olives.” (Mat 24:3) The third and final Sabbath journey to Tabernacles from May 9, 2013 also 
coincides with our Sabbath journey from the beginning of the Spiritual harvest (5-21-12) - being 70 
weeks to the middle of Tabernacles 9-23-13, which solved the 70 weeks of Daniel 9:24. This 
relates to the 3rd trip when Noah’s dove “returned not again...” (Gen 8:12)  

Before the “three” disciples “ascended” into a cloud (Luke 9:34) on the Mount of “Transfiguration,” 
Peter wanted to build “three Tabernacles.” Not realizing that he was placing man equal to God, 
Peter also had no idea that the “three” Tabernacles was God’s “purpose” in pointing us to the very 
feast that would be the end of the world. However, by the end of the Sabbath journey when 
Pentecost was fully come; Peter was fully aware when he stood up and cried just as Christ did on 
the last day of Tabernacles (John 7:37).  

16
But this is that which was spoken by the prophet Joel; And it shall come to pass in the last 

days, 
19

...I will show wonders in heaven above, and signs in the earth beneath; blood, and 
fire, and vapour of smoke: The sun shall be turned into darkness, and the moon into blood, 
before that great and notable day of the Lord come: {Acts 2:16– 20} (Joel 3:13-16) 

 

Now that we can see the spiritual parallel between “Trumpets to Pentecost” and the “Ascension to 
Tabernacles,” let us reconsider the spiritual numbers factor in the 1,335 days. 

                        1,335 = 3 x 5 x 89 

With “3” meaning “purpose” and “5” signifying “redemption,” 89 is a prime number which we have 
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not yet explored. When searching for the significance of the number 89, it would behoove to 
discover that according to gematria calculations; “89” is equivalent to the word “dove.” The dove 
represents the Holy Spirit at Trumpets, Pentecost and our final Sabbath day journey leading 
Tabernacles at the end! Additionally, the number “15” (3 x 5) is the gematria of God’s name Kah 
(Exodus 15:2 & 17:16).  

You may be wondering….What in the world is “gematria?” Gematria is a traditional Jewish system 
of assigning a numerical value to a word or phrase to uncover hidden or symbolical spiritual 
meaning. For example the first Hebrew letter “aleph” is valued at 1, the second letter “bet” at 2, the 
third letter “gimel” at 3, and continues as such through the 22 letter alphabet. The presumption 
behind this practice is that the numerical equivalence to words is not coincidental since the world 
was created through the “Word” of God (John 1:1-4). Each letter holds a sequential value that totals 
to the sum of a particular word or phrase. The result enhances spiritual understanding and 
harmony of interrelationships consistent between words, numbers, concepts and ideas. While this 
system has been studied for some 2000 years, only the advancement of technology has caused 
some bible believers to appreciate its spiritual edification. Below is a gematria table of prophetic 
numbers that merge and collaborate with Promise study conclusions.  

              Number     Gematria Meaning                Reference         Spiritual Factors 
 
 
 

Based on the conclusions derived from the Promise studies, the gematria references to Pharaoh’s 
dream coming “to pass at the end of two full years” = 1600 (sickle time - Rev 14:15-20), both 
“rainbow” & “two years” = 800 (eternity) and “dove” = 89 (promise) is nothing short of the amazing 
love and sovereignty of God. Due to its comprehensive objective biblical application, most of the 
gematria links in the above table are provided from the BibleWheel.com which is proven out to be a 
reliable bible resource. We can view gematria as a window to behold another dimension of God’s 
infinite wisdom to enhance our spiritual understanding and conviction in His Word. All glory, praise 
and thanks to God who faithfully keeps His “Word” as promised!  At “...the end it shall speak, and 
not lie…wait for it, because it will surely come (gv = “80”), it will not tarry.” (Hab 2:3) 

15 God - Kah  Exodus 15:2 15 = 3 x 5 

17 Net full of 153  great fishes John 21:11 17 = 153 / (3 x 3) 

50 Jubilee - yowbel - H3104 Lev 25:31 50 = 5 x 10 

70 The gate of the fountain, All seeing 
The temple 

Nen 3:15 
Zech 8:9 

70 = 7 x 10 

73 Wisdom , I am He (Isa 41:4) 
Sickle  

Jerm 10:12 
Joel 3:13 

365 = 73 x 5 

89 Dove - Holy Spirit - New  
Shall be delivered  

II Cor 5:17 
Joel 2:32 

89 = 1335 / 15 

110 Foundation 
Right hand, wise hearted (Exo.28:3) 

Isa 28:16 
Psalm 118:15 

110 = 2 x 5 x 11 

119 Deliverance  
Whose sin is covered 

Psalm 32:7 
Psalm 32:1 

119 = 7 x 17 

144 The Elect  
Full of wisdom  

1Thes. 1:4 
Ezekiel 28:12 

144 = 12 x 12 x 12 

800  Rainbow - covenant -  promise 
Omega -  “The End” 

Gen 9:13 
Rev 22:12 

800 = 8 x 10 x 10 

1,335 His understanding is infinite  
Holy Spirit within them 

Psalm 147:5 
Isa 63:11 

1335 =  3 x 5 x 89 

1,600  
 

           

And it came to pass at the end of two full 
years that Pharaoh dreamed...  
  

Thunder and voices from heaven 
 

Genesis 41:1 
 
 

2 Sam 22:14 

1600 = 3 x 3 x 8 x 8 x 50 
 
          

        = 2 x 800, 40 x 40 
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